000 Computer science, information, general works

Do not use this number for classifying works or for number building

Class works treating a broad compilation of subjects in 001; class collected holdings of a general library, archive, or repository in 027; class general collections not large enough in total to constitute the entire holdings of an archive, library, or repository in 080

001 Knowledge

Description and critical appraisal of intellectual activity in general

Including interdisciplinary works on consultants

Class here discussion of ideas from many fields; interdisciplinary approach to knowledge

Class collected holdings of a library, archive, or repository in 027; class general encyclopedic works in 030; class general serial publications in 050; class general collections of museum objects in 069.5; class general collections not large enough in total to constitute the entire holdings of an archive, library, or repository in 080; class epistemology in 121

For consultants or use of consultants in a specific subject, see the subject, e.g., library consultants 023.2, engineering consultants 620, use of consultants in management 658.46

See Manual at 500 vs. 001